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RV Robbed, Concerns Over Regis Response
day.
Perez said that the patrols
are careful not to approach the
esident Village unit 406
backside of the units too closely
was robbed over the winter
so as not to bother the student
break.
tenants. At the time of and
"I came in and the back
immediately following the
window over my desk
robbery all of the units were
was popped out. It was
empty.
just sitting on the floor,"
Most of the cameras in
sophomore and resident
the campus parking lots are
Jared Clements said.
Pan-Tilt-Zoom monitors,
The thieves took
which can be remotely
instruments, recording
repositioned, but the
equipment, a TV, gaming
campus safety department
devices and games, a
does not have the staff
computer monitor and
necessary to monitor the
Clements's truck.
cameras in real time. The
The unit residents
camera over Lot 5, where
suspect employees of the
Clements's truck was stolen,
physical plant department
did not film the space where
and third-party contractors.
the truck was sitting over
They are disappointed that
break. The frame covers
the school has not done
about half of the parking lot
more to investigate the
and is mounted at the RVs.
cnme.
• The camera over RV 405 is
The Highlander made
pointed toward the center of
repeated attempts to meet
the complex, in a directly
with officials at Physical
overlapping path with
Plant, but was unable to
another camera at the front
obtain comment on this
of the complex pointing
story.
into the center. The paths
"Some of the phys(ical)
crossing the complex from
plant workers were in
Lot 5 to The Beach are not
the house," sophomore
under surveillance, and this
resident Carl Nelson said.
is assumed to be the path of
"There were phys plant
the thieves as they extracted
guys and contractors
because they were
large items like the missing
replacing the thermostats,"
television.
Clements said.
.,...~~
In response to the
complaint over lack of
Nelson mentioned
communication, Perez
that John Jack, another
makes the assurance that
tenant, "swears he locked
ifthe tenants had directly
his door; if John Jack
swears by it you know it
contacted his office he
happened because John
would be willing and able
Jack's a mom, but he said
to discuss the safety of their
his door was open and
home with them.
unlocked. And nothing got
"I haven't received any CCs
door unit, RV 405, has a camera
stolen from upstairs but all of the
just want a clear discussion about
from any [University] department.
above it.
doors were unlocked. Someone
safety."
[These departments] are told that if
was coming through and unlocking
"I am pretty sure there is a
Will Martin, another tenant
anything is stolen, to forward the
doors, and not relocking them."
camera on the comer that should
of the unit, feels frustration over
information to campus safety .. .
The neighboring RV was
have seen them if they went out the the event. "We closed up; we
and they have in the past," Perez
back corner, and there's one on the unplugged everything, drew the
reportedly robbed two years ago,
said.
field house that should have seen
and the same back window got
blinds. We did everything that they
He also makes it very clear that
pushed in on that occasion. The
from the other side," Nelson said.
told us to do to keep the place safe. the physical features that made
"My keys didn't have the special I think they should get insurance.
window in question is a wood
the theft possible are all under the
framed fire escape window, which
' lock-from-far-away' button, so
It might cost more in the housing
domain of Physical Plant.
is made to be pushed in in case of
someone must have gone around
bill, though."
"We are approachable. If
a fire. One phys plant employee
you have any concerns, please,
showed Clements how to pop up
come and talk to me. I can't fix
and push in the window.
something that's broke if we don't
"I didn't expect Regis to
talk. If a student has a complaint
trying to unlock doors," Clements
reimburse us or anything,"
Ed Perez, campus safety officer, and I hear about it from the Dean
Clements said, "but I figured they
said in regards to his truck. "That
spoke with Mike Redmond,
of Students, I encourage the
should have given the cameras
would have found something on
Associate Vice President of
student to come and talk to me.
the video footage. It seems like the ample time to have seen them."
Physical Plant, about possibly
But when a complaint goes to the
"At first we thought it was the
cameras are there purely to make
installing wrought iron over
President, it gives me no platform
contractors, but they went through
us feel safe - because whenever
part of each back window (the
to have that dialog. That's why
RVs
and
they
probably
all
the
I've talked to the pbys plant guys
ground-floor windows that face the we're here, really. We 're a service
would have robbed all of the RVs." baseball field) because of the poor
they can never see anything on
department. And that's all we do."
"Phys plant obviously doesn't
the cameras, and the ones in the
visibility of the back alley. The
All of the tenants remain
regulate [the alley behind the
parking lot aren't positioned;
visibility problem is evident here,
disappointed that the more was not
home] well, because my window
there aren't enough to see all the
as each campus guard shift patrols
done in response to the incident.
was busted open for over a week at that route twice - that's six times a
corners of the parking lot. Some
Jay Belmonarch STAFF WRITER

R

of the stuff they stole, like the TV,
wouldn't have fit out that back
window, so they would have had to
cany it out the front door."
Accordi to Nelson, the next

least and they didn't patrol it well
enough to notice that the window
was busted - What are they
looking at if they're not looking at
our property?" Clements said. "I
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"I just want a clear discussion
about safety."
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Player Profiles

Compiled by Madison Pinsinski and Emily Barad, STAFF WRITERS

March Madness:
Simply Insane
Tanner Stuhr ASSOCIATE EDITOR

T

his year has been an amazing tournament
with Duke beating Wisconsin 68-63 for the
National Championship. Duke guard Tyus Jones
was named the Final Four's Most Outstanding Player. It is sad to see this tournament come to end but
there have been several entertaining storylines.
One of the primary storylines was whether or not
Kentucky would be able to complete the first perfect
season since 1976, being 40-0. Kentucky faced its
toughest test of the tournament when they beat Notre Dame in the Elite Eight. Notre Dame led much
of the second half but never gained a large lead.
However, Andrew Harrison made two free throws
with six seconds left that led to Kentucky's 68-66
victory.
Kentucky would finally fall in the Final
Four to Wisconsin. A year ago Wisconsin faced
Kentucky in the 2014 Final Four and lost to the
lower seeded Kentucky.
"I thought the game [this year's Kentucky vs.
Wisconsin game] was one of the best games in
the tournament. I loved seeing Wisconsin getting
revenge after last year's devastating loss," junior
Clarence Wroblewski, Club Lacrosse
Chris McQuade said.
Samantha Mangseth, Women's Volleyball
Kentucky displayed some frustration during
post-game.
"I believe Kentucky should have at least
Highlander: What would you eat for your last meal Highlander: What would you eat for your last meal
shook
hands
with Wisconsin after the game. I can't
on earth?
on earth?
imagine how they felt after going all the way withMangseth: Steak, potatoes and Dr Pepper
Wroblewski: Any of my mom's cooking.
out a loss but you still need to show some class and
H: What music do you listen to before the game?
H: What music do you listen to before the game?
accept losing to the better team that day," McQuade
said.
W: A mix of songs but 1 prefer dub step and rap, but M: Christina Aguilera, Britney Spears or AC/DC
H: What do you want people to know about you?
Kentucky's frustration continued in the postclassic rock and classical before tough games.
game press conference. When a reporter asked
M: I love the beach and I am from San Diego.
H: What do you want people to know about you?
Kentucky forward Karl-Anthony Towns what makes
H: Best sport beside volleyball?
W: I do my best at everything I do and my number
Wisconsin forward Frank Kaminsky so hard to
M: Softball or baseball
one goal in life is to be the best me I can be.
guard. Kentucky guard Andrew Harrison was heard
H: Where would you take someone on a date?
making
a racial slur.
H: Best sport beside lacrosse?
M: A fun, beautiful restaurant on the beach.
Although Kentucky's antics may have dampened
W: Soccer
H: Favorite thing to do in your free time?
the tournament for some, it still bas been a great
H: Where would you take someone on a date?
M: Go shopping with my friends.
tournament that Regis students have enjoyed.
W: The park downtown to stargaze
"I've really enjoyed how well my bracket has
H: Favorite thing about Regis?
been
doing. For the most parts I just went with the
H: Favorite thing to do in your free time?
M: The change in seasons and the nice people.
favorites. I just went with my favorite teams," junior
W: Hang with my friends.
H: Favorite thing about Denver?
Andy Barnes said.
M: 16th Street and Larimer Square
H: Favorite thing about Regis?
Each year there are 67 games played in March
H: Any weird pre-game rituals?
W: The people
Madness with 48 being played in the first weekend.
M: My team and I play pump-up music in the locker
"My favorite part has just been watching basH: Favorite thing about Denver?
room
and
dance,
usually
to
Lil
Jon.
ketball all day. Saturday and Sunday that's all we
W: The mountains
did and every game was interesting," junior Daniel
H: What is something you would like to work on?
Griego said.
M: Photography
The first day consisted of 6 one point games.
Fourteen seeded Georgia State over three seed Baylor was one of them.
"My favorite basketball moment of the tournament was the Georgia State shot. The fact that
(guard RJ Hunter) just stepped up and drained from
five feet behind the three point line and his dad falling out of the stool, then he was crying about how
much he loved his son in the press conference was
awesome," Barnes said.
and a 40-foot tall by 92-foot wide screen, this driveMary Teschner STUDENT JOURNALIST
Georgia State coach Ron Hunter tore his Achilin will be one of the largest screens on the market.
les tendon celebrating their conference tournament
The screen will be hung 20 feet above ground and
ut with the old and in with the new dating
win, which forced him to coach from a stool in the
the space is set to hold around 400 cars.
scene, a movie scene, that is. Denver is set
NCAA tournament. His son hit the game winner.
to open a new form of entertainment for you and
"I really like the father-son combo since 1 played
Doyle said that you can expect to see first-run and for my dad for a year in soccer. It's a bond you can't
yours: a drive-in theater.
double features seven days a week during summer
get otherwise," Griego said.
Although this tournament has just come to
of
the
sale
of
concesmonths,
with
the
inclusion
John Doyle, CEO of Denver Mart, a market
a
close,
it has stopped Barnes and Griego from
sions. The cost of a ticket has yet to be determined
center for international, national and regional trade
making
picks
for next year. "For next year (to win
and they are working on an online ticketing system
shows, just confirmed they are building a 300,000
the championship) you have to put Kentucky up
square foot theater just to the north of the trade cen- to make it easier for the moviegoers.
there, Duke, you got to think North Carolina and
ter at 451 East 58th Avenue.
Louisville
will be there," Barnes said. "(Next year)
The theater will be located less than ten minutes
probably an ACC team because they did really well
It is set to open this Memorial Day, so clean your from Regis campus, and whether you go with your
in this year's tournament. So, Duke, North Carolina,
friends or a significant other you are bound to have,
car out in preparation for a great date night.
and Notre Dame," Griego said.
at the very least, a new silver screen experience.
March was certainly mad.
Drive-ins may seem old school, but this one will
be everything but. With state-of-the-art technology

Denver
Drive-In Theater

O
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College Bullying is Real . .
Madison Pinsinski STAFF WRITER

T

here are some students who
think that bullying only happens in high school and that once
we enter college the bullying stops.
Unfortunately, that is very far from the
truth. According to a 2011 University
of Indiana study, 15 percent of college students reported being bullied
and almost 22 percent reported being
cyber-bullied. Bullying can happen
anywhere: the workplace, school or
even when running a quick errand.
With new technology the bullying
rates have increased faster than when
our parents or grandparents were
young. Being personally victimized
by bullying is not sometlllng a person
will admit to easily, especially if it

causes them a lot of pain or even leads
to thoughts of hurting themselves. The
following quotes are from Regis University students. They have requested
to remain anonymous to protect their
privacy.
"As an ongoing victim of bullying
l know that harassment in college is
more present than ever. Coming out of
high school I felt things were going to
be different and I would have a fresh
start. Unfortunately things did not
change for me in college. It is very
disappointing. When I walk on campus I can see the judgment in people's
eyes and all I can wish is that they
knew the whole story before making
assumptions. I wish people could walk
a mile in my shoes."
"I was bullied in high school.

A Short Term with LongTerm Goals:
Ellen Lundwall Leaves Office
Gina Nordini EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
enior Ellen Lundwall is
preparing for finals and for
graduation, much like every other
Regis College senior. But she is
also preparing for a little more than
the average student; she is bringing
to a close her term as student body
president.

S

Each student body president comes
in with their own unique goals and
plans. Lundwall bas been extremely
successful with hers.
Lundwall has worked throughout
the year to build relationships with
administration. She has worked
frequently with President John
Fitzgibbons, S.J., Vice President
for Mission Tom Reynolds, Provost
Patricia Ladewig, the Physical Plant
department, University Ministry,
Department of Service Learning and
more.
Lundwall is quick to attribute
the successes of her presidency to
her RUSGA team. "We bad twelve
people ... they' re all individual leaders,
and they' ve done really great things."
Among RUSGA's achievements
are starting the compost program,
designing the Remembering Regis
display of the University's legacy,
extending the RU Can U campaign to
40 days, supporting the Sacred Heart
statue restoration and rep lica, and
bringing the National Jesuit Student
Leadership Conference to campus in
2016. Approximately 500 students
from 28 different Jesuit colleges
across the country are expected to
attend "Peace by Piece" thanks to the
efforts of this year's RUSGA cabinet.
"The hardest thing in student
government is you only have one
year," Lundwall said. " It's really
important that we build off of each
other. We, as student body presidents,
as vice presidents, and executive
cabinets, RUSGA groups, that we
build off of each other. Even if that
means we're no longer here."

Among the challenges Lundwall
faced in her first few months as
president was how to address the most
important concerns on campus and
fairly represent the student body.
"What is most important right
now, and how do I be a voice for the
students and also recognize that I am
only one voice? How do I get other
perspectives in to those offices?"
ln order to address these questions,
Lundwall focused on creating a
bidirectional dialogue between
student interests and administration
concerns by engaging student groups
in dialogue with the Board ofTrustees
and the President's Cabinet.
Lundwall hopes to see the
relationships built and initiatives
started this year continue as the new
cabinet moves in. Her advice to the
new president, junior Kate Wallerius?
"Find people who will support you
and who at the end of the day, you can
just laugh with. Because that's really,
really important to this job."
Lundwall also wants the student
body to continue to act on their
campus interests.
"We're a small school, and because
of that we have the ability to create
change. You can be a voice at this
table, because we represent your
voices, and we need to hear those. We
have a really cool institution."
Lundwall is not yet sure where her
future will lead her. She has interest
in travel. She bas interest in service
and leadership. She has interest in
grad school for linguistics, cognitive
literature or cultural anthropology.
" I don't know yet," Lundwall said,
"and I'm okay with that."

Every couple of months I was talked
about between the girls that I once
considered to be friends and even my
boyfriend had some comment [to add]
to these vicious sayings. I dealt with
a lot in high school, such as being too
skinny, being too loud, or speaking my
opinion too much. Once I got into college I learned how to bite my tongue
and forget about the pain I dealt with
in high school. I dealt with this pain
alone pretending that nothing was
wrong so nobody would ask questions.
I have only dealt with one account of
college bullying, but we confronted
each other and settled the issue, which
was the best thing to do in a bullying
situation. I have learned that bullying
never stops and the only way we can
deal with it and make it stop is if we

do the nght thrng and stand up for fellow peers when we see this happen."
When you see an act of bullying
whether it be on campus, in the workplace, or on the streets, stand up for
the person being victimized and make
sure they are going to be okay. Bullying is an issue that has even cost a
number of people to commit suicide or
hurt themselves in destructive ways.
Bullying cannot be taken lightly.
If you or a friend are experiencing
problems with bullying, there are
resources. Talk to the Office of Counseling and Personal Development,
located in the Coors Life Directions
Center.

The Unreasonable Way
that Business is Helping
Social Justice Issues
Sofi Torres
SOCIAL MEDIA EDITOR
' 'O

ur mission is to create a
world in which no one
is limited by their circumstances
and we believe in placing our bets
on entrepreneurs as the means
toward getting there and creating
progress tackling our world's biggest
problems."
The Unreasonable Group is a
group of ventures whose aim is to use
business to promote social change.
Recently a level 400 marketing class,
Values-Centered Marketing, joined in
collaboration with the Unreasonable
Institute as a beta group for a new
program. The students in the class are
asked daily to read an article or watch
a video posted by Unreasonable and
comment on it. They are asked to give
feedback, critique, ask questions and
start dialogue with these articles.
Cat George, who is the
coordinator between Regis and the
Unreasonable Groups, feels strongly
about the mission of this group.
"College students are the leaders of
tomorrow. We believe that bridging
the information gap and building
relationships between veteran
mentors, seasoned entrepreneurs,
and students is necessary for leaders
to succeed in rapidly changing
environments," George said.
After first learning about the
Unreasonable Institute in grad school,
professor Abigail Schneider thought
this was something that fit perfectly
with Regis' mission.
"Regis is so focused on justice, I
thought it would be a good idea to
show students how business is not just
about making profit, but also includes
global issues," Schneider said.
At first Schneider was interested
in simply having a guest speaker
from Unreasonable to speak at some
of her classes. After emailing and
speaking to them, however, they both
decided that her class would be a
unique addition to the other classes
Unreasonable grouped with. Now,

months into the program, both the
Unreasonable Institute and Professor
Schneider are very impressed with the
class' participation.
"I'm a huge fan of reading Regis
students' compelling and critical
comments and all of us here at
Unreasonable are incredibly thankful
to Professor Schneider and her
students for contributing and making
Unreasonable that much better,"
George said.
Schneider had to agree. "I am
extremely proud of the class and how
Regis is being represented globally."
Senior Business Administration
major Erin Todd had praises and
critique about the Unreasonable
Group's progress. "I like the
Unreasonable posts and all they are
trying to accomplish with giving
young students a door to explore
innovation and sustainable ideas for
the betterment of society. However,
they aren't reaching out really on bow
we can help their mission."
The students in the class have been
exposed to businesses that are trying
to better the lives of girls globally,
business professionals giving tips
on success, marketing and start up
information and much more.
What does George hope the Regis
students get out of this collaboration
with the Unreasonable Group?
"Inspiration for one. I hope we can
be an authentically useful tool for
students to find what they are looking
for when facing the problems they are
solving in their own lives and hope to
solve moving forward. From tools and
advice for finding a meaningful career,
to reading opinions unreasonable
in nature, to expert interviews, to
TED-style talks of entrepreneurs
within our programs, to learning from
fellow students' critical questions and
comments, to furthering their own
thoughts and opinions, I hope that
students find Unreasonable as a useful
and inspiring hub for their lives and
education."

Queen on Campus
Gaby LoGuercio
STUDENT JOURNALIST
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unior Chelsi Rose is
the most recent winner
ofThe International Junior
Miss Pageant. The seasoned
pageant participant began
competing in pageants at the
age of six. She viewed it as a
sport instead of what people
outside ofthe pageant world
commonly see. Her parents
were originally against getting
into this type of world, but
Chelsi convinced them to let
her try, and won the very first
time she competed. Through
participating in scholarship
pageants, Chelsi is able to
attend Regis University and
graduate debt-free after the
time and effort she has put
into the sport.
Reality TV might lead to
the assumption that Chelsi's
mom is a "pageant mom," but
Chelsi said she is far from it.
Her supportive mother directs
for Miss Colo., Kan., Wyo.
and Texas for the education-based Miss High School
America program.
Chelsi competed for the
Miss America Organization
last year and won second
runner-up for Miss Colorado. "[The Miss America
Organization is] the leading
scholarship provider for
young women in the world,
providing over $42 million
in scholarships a year across
the nation," Chelsi said. Yet,
"the winner is usually based
on politics." This led her to a
different organization.
Her best friend from Georgia is the currently reigning
Miss, and encouraged her to
try out for the more down-toearth pageant. Chelsi said the
process of preparing for it is
a lot of work, which includes
preparing with coaches who
encourage her to stay up to
date in school.
"People think it's all about
looks even though it's not,"
Chelsi said. She believes
there is a negative connotation to being a pageant queen.

Although a lot of the work
includes presenting herself
through hair, makeup and
gowns, she said it is also
"about how you keep yourself
healthy."
Of course the question on
everybody's mind had to be
asked: Is the pageant world
exactly like what is seen on
TV in "Toddlers & Tiaras?"
"I wish there was a TV
show that followed pageant girls around instead of
showing 'Toddlers & Tiaras'

Brian Sdioeni ADVISER
Gina Nordini EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Lauren Hundley PususHER
Kaitlyn Strutt PHOTO EDITOR
Helen Bums STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
Krisy Iiams STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
David Macias AssoCIATE EDITOR
;ranner Stuhr AssociATE EDITOR
Ashley Karl ASSOCIATE EDITOR
Karli Denk ONLINE EDITOR
Sofi Torres SociAL MEDIA EDITOR
Emily Barad STAFF WRITER
Jay Bel monarch STAFF WRITER

because that's what everyone
thinks it is," Chelsi said. She
also commented on how the
crazy stage moms contribute
to the drama of the show in
addition to the show's heavy
editing, which make it seem
like young girls are more dramatic than they actually are.
Although she does not
associate herself with that
particular show she has been
to a few competitions where
another stage show, "Dance
Moms," was filming. After

Elizabeth Gendill STAFF WRITER
Carlos Madera STAFF WRITER
Madison Pinsinkski STAFF WRITER
Shannon Wheeler INTER."'!
Max Mantey I"''TERN
Courtney Moynihan I"''TERN
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KRCX.org

witnessing countless re-tapings of one event just so the
show could use clips of what
producers thought was good
TV, Chelsi noted just how
fake reality TV can be.
While the only goal for
most participants is to win the
grand prize, Chelsi prefers to
feel success. "If I can set and
achieve a goal, that's when
I feel happy and completely
satisfied with what I'm doing," Chelsi said.
Chelsi has her feet in other

We are always happy to consider student, staff and faculty contributions.
Please send any questions. comments
or story ideas to
highlander'Megis.edu.
Contact highlander@;regis.edu if you
are interested m advertising in the
Highlander.
Please include the nature of your request in the subject line of your email.
We look forward to hearing from you.
The Highlander is an independent,
student-run publication.
The views and opinions expressed in
this newspaper do not represent the
\liews of Regis University.

endeavors and community projects as well, such as
working with Ability Connection Colorado, an education,
employment and support program for people with disabilities. Chelsi's Choice is her
own charity "that is changing
the world one child at a time"
and supports children in third
world countries by giving
them more opportunities for
education, food and shelter
through Compassion International.
Her platform for competing in the industry is "inclusion," a goal to implement an
inclusion policy in schools
nation-wide. Her motto behind inclusion is "Schools no
longer need special education
but rather an education that
is special." She seeks to get
rid of the stigma behind those
with learning difficulties.
"Everybody has something
to offer and there shouldn't be
a divide with them," Chelsi
said.
Speaking of helping
children, Chelsi seeks to aid
those in her industry through
her coaching company, The
Crowning Rose. Her current
client base is 18 girls ages
four to 18, 16 of who took
away state titles last year
and one who won tbe national title. Cbelsi hopes to get
involved with organizations
such as Miss United States,
Miss USA, or Miss International, "not just from a competitor's side but a coaching
side as well." Miss USA,
whose participants range from
18-27 years old, usually has
winners over 21 years old,
so until Chelsi graduates, she
will compete with International Junior Miss.
Her final advice to those
who want to begin competing
at this age: "Olivia Culpo
started late but went on to win
Miss Universe in 2012 so if
you have the right tools and
if you're willing to put the
effort" into it, absolutely give it
a shot."
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Ranger Day Unseen
Mikaela Meyer
STUDENT JOURNALIST
his week marks Regis
University's favorite tradition,
a time we all know and love: Ranger
Week!
Regis's spirit week is packed with
fun activities, food, games and bands,
but what happens behind the scenes of
this event?
The planning process for
Ranger Week is a vital yet widely
unrecognized aspect of the
celebrations. Although Ranger Week
might appear all fun and games, there

T

is a determined group of students
working long hours to assure the
week's success.
For the 2015 Ranger Week, senior
Pearl Lackner and junior Kristen
Bell led a committee of nine students
from all grades to plan the events.
The group started meeting biweekly
upon returning from Christmas break
to organize the week. Throughout the
course of the semester, they "have
increased their meetings to once per
week and work, on average, eight
to I 0 hours each week to plan the
events," Bell said. During these work
hours, the students meet with and get

approval from the school fo~ each
event, call and book entertamment
amenities and catering orders and
acquire merchandise to be given away
or sold at each event.
While the end product appears
seamless, the planning process is full
of setbacks and frustration.
"The greatest challenge in planning
Ranger Day is trying to schedule all
essential meetings," Bell said. "There
are so many moving parts to the event
that it is hard to manage everyone's
schedule and find meeting times that
work well for everyone."
Although it has been a long, tiring

process for the Ranger Week planning
committee, the team expects this to be
"the biggest Ranger Day ever" Bell
said. The space-themed Ranger Week
began on April 13 and is packed with
activities, including a campus-wide
glow run, a dance competition and
even a hypnotist, and they all lead up
to the main event, Ranger Day, on
Aprill8.
"The planning committee hopes to
create a unique, lasting memory for
all in attendance," Bell said. This is
in addition to hopes for an enjoyable
week with minimal setbacks.

Opinion: No Meat, No Dairy, No Problem
Ashley Karl ASSOCIATE EDITOR

Esselstyn found that they held a
skewed outlook on the nutrition of
originally became acquainted
food.
He first explained the negative
with the idea of a plant-based diet
in a Sports Performance and Nutrition
aspects of meat, focusing on red
course where I was introduced to
meat's impact on the arteries. Red
Rip Esselstyn's TED Talk on "Plantmeat is high in cholesterol and a
large contributor to heart disease as it
strong & healthy living." Esselstyn is
a former firefighter who challenged
clogs the arteries leading to the brain
his firehouse team in Austin, Texas
and the heart. This often leads to the
to a 28-day plant-strong diet of fruit,
belief that chicken and fish are healthy
vegetables, legumes and whole grains. forms of protein and a good source
This diet essentially omits any cow
of vitamins and minerals. Esselstyn
proves this to be a myth as they often
products, including beef, cheese and
milk, as well as any food that does not have the same amount of cholesterol
grow out of the ground.
as red meat. Not only is there a
Esselstyn puts a firm emphasis
commonality in cholesterol, but these
on the top five leading diseases and
meats also have problematic animal
protein as well as a higher level of
causes of death in America today:
heart disease, breast cancer, prostate
saturated fat.
Not only is meat an enemy to a
cancer, diabetes and obesity. He
explains how a plant-based diet can
healthy body, but eggs, milk, cheese
reverse and even eliminate these killer and yogurt are as well. According to
diseases from the body, increasing
Esselstyn's research, one egg yolk
health and well-being from the inside
contains almost 200 milligrams of
out. Interestingly enough, after
cholesterol, roughly three times as
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"the same amount as two Burger King
whoppers." Although a majority of
Americans recognize eggs as a source
of protein, Esselstyn believes they
are more harmful than helpful to the
body. Milk is recognized as the body's
source of calcium and protein as well,
but Esselstyn refers to it as " liquid
meat" due to its similar nutritional
composition.
"One eight-ounce glass of milk bas
the same amount of saturated fat as
four slices of bacon," Esselstyn said.
As of now, life may not seem too
difficult without eggs and milk in a
daily diet, but Esselstyn highlights
the utter unhealthiness of cheese, the
"hardened meat." Cheese is high in
saturated fat. In fact, saturated fat
leads to heart problems, contributing
to America's heart disease epidemic.
Meanwhile, yogurt is "promoting
tumors in cancers, leeching calcium
from your bones and harsh on the
kidneys and the liver," Esselstyn said.
Yogurt is tremendously high in animal

five leading killer diseases.
According to Dr. Dean Omisb,
founder of the Preventive Medicine
Research Institute, "If you eat a diet
that is high in animal protein, your
risk of dying from everything goes up
considerably. If you eat a plant-based
diet, which is naturally low in fats and
refined carbs, a whole foods, plantbased diet, the disease risk decreases."
Plants offer every vitamin, mineral
and necessary fat a body needs to
run healthy and smoothly. Esselstyn
created a website in which the public
has access to recipes in order to create
a personal 28-day challenge and
have an opportunity to see how life
changing this plant-strong diet can be.
His website, engine2diet.com, offers
breakfast, lunch, dinner, snacks and
most importantly, dessert. A plantbased diet could be the first step in
changing your life for the better. So I
suggest you ditch the meats, the dairy
and the processed foods and dig into a
whole new lifestyle.
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on earth would someone
willingly lie on a table to be
mercilessly poked with multiple tiny
needles?
There are many reasons to give
acupuncture a try, including muscle
pain, weight loss and even chronic
migraines.
I was led down the
alternative path to acupuncture because
of my unsolved stomach issues, which
I have been battling for over 11 years.
This past year and a half has been
spent trying to get to the bottom of
my discomfort. I have had multiple
blood samples taken in addition to
three different medical. procedures
completed without answers as to why
I feel so miserable. After spending
much time and energy on traditional
medicine, just to end up right where I
had originally started, I felt disoriented
and ultimately discouraged. I had come
to the false conclusion that I would just
have to learn to be content with my
pain.
That is until my uncle, who had
been clinically diagnosed with celiac
disease, referred me to the source
that had allowed his once extremely
restricted diet to be made limitless; the
answer was acupuncture.
Truthfully, I have never been so
skeptical of something in my life;
but due to my inability to find help
elsewhere, I couldn't come up with a
valid reason not to give it a chance.
The practice of acupuncture has
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been used as a source of healing in
northeast Asia for many centuries.
According to Ilchi Lee in his book
"Human Technology: A Toolkit for
Authentic Living," it wasn' t until" 1976
[that] the World Health Organization
(WHO) recognized acupuncture as a
legitimate practice...By 1998 WHO
declared acupuncture as an appropriate
treatment for 300 common illnesses
and recommended it as a useful
diagnostic tool."
A common misconception that
people have about the practice of
acupuncture is that the needles
themselves will cure their problems,
which is not the case.
During my appointment at Red &
White Holistic Health Care Center, my

Photo: Courtney Moynihan
acupuncturist Jill Morlan explained the
function of the needles in a very simple
way.
"The needles themselves are not
responsible for the healing," Marian
said. "They merely function as the
keys to activate the healing process
within the body."
Since the source of all of my
problems has been my stomach,
Marian tested me for multiple food
allergies. I expected this process to
involve the use of more needles, but to
my surprise I was very wrong. Instead
of poking my back with various things
to test my irritability, I was instructed to
bold vials containing specific allergens
in my right hand while holding out
my left arm and doing everything in

my power to resist the slight pressure
being applied to it. Talk about an
insane experience; there were hardly
any vials that I could resist.
The results brought a sense of relief,
but they were also overwhelming. I
found that the only things I am not
allergic to include salt, minerals and
rocks.
Now that I know what I cannot eat
(basically everything), how do I move
forward? To treat all of these allergies
with the hopes that I will be able
to eat these things again in the near
future, Morian began the procedure to
allow my stomach to tolerate calcium.
This involved holding all vials that
contained food with calcium in their
composition while I lay on a table with
needles sticking into my elbows, hands
and feet. Once 30 minutes passed, I
was instructed not to come in contact
with anything containing calcium for
the next 25 hours. During that time I
was allowed to eat rice, French fries
with ketchup, and fruit as my body
detoxed the calcium that was in my
system.
Since I still have many things to rid
from my body before I am considered
completely healed, I have not noticed
a huge change in the way I feel after
eating. I am definitely excited to see
the results that acupuncture will have
on improving my overall quality of life
in the long run.
Red & White Holistic Health Care
Center, Inc. is located at 5150 West
80th Ave., Westminster, Colo. 80030.

Kingdom
Hearts
3

Carlos Madera STAFF WRITER
''Kingdom Hearts" has been
one of Square Enix 's most
creative productions. It incorporated
characters from the Final Fantasy
Series along with famous Disney
characters like Donald Duck, Goofy,
Mickey Mouse and more. For most
of the series you play as a character
named Sora and travel the universe
with you allies Donald and Goofy.
Sora's goal is to prevent darkness
from spreading across the universe
by fighting enemies known as the
Heartless and the Nobodies. The
worlds he travels are from famous
Disney movies like "The Little
Mermaid," "Peter Pan" and "Alice in
Wonderland." The Heartless attack
people and steal their hearts, therefore
creating more Heartless.
Sora fights with a weapon known
as the keyblade. With it, he is able to
seal keyholes that have opened in the
different worlds in the game, allowing
the Heartless to spread darkness. Since
he is a master of the keyblade he is
one of the only people able to close
the keyholes.
This series started with the release
of the video game "Kingdom Hearts"
in 2002, then "Kingdom Hearts Chain
of Memories" and "Kingdom Hearts
2" in 2005. While the story has been
continued in several other games after
"Kingdom Hearts 2," like "358,'2
Days." "Re:Coded" and "Birth by
Sleep," many have been wondering if
there would be a "Kingdom Hearts 3.''
At the 20 13 E3 convention, a
trailer informed the general public
that "Kingdom Hearts 3" was in
production. Two years later, the game
has yet to be released. However,
William Cannon from the Latin Times
made speculations on what worlds
and setting the fans might see. From
trailers, the public knows that Sora
will travel to Olympus with Hercules,
and to Twilight Town.
Square Enix was planning to
release an Android/OS game for
"Kingdom Hearts" but cancelled it.
Cannon believes leaked concept art
from the project could be influential
in what worlds might be seen in the
next game. Wreck-it Ralph, Lilo and
Stitch, Tron and Frozen were among
the leaked concept art.
Although many of the worlds
will remain the same, many fans are
unsure of when the release date will
be. Different videogame sources have
stated dates they believe the game
will be released. Cyberland believes
that it will be released in February
2016. This much anticipated game
will be talked about until its release;
however fans will have to settle with
the digitally re-mastered versions of
"Kingdom Hearts 1 and 2" until the
game is released. Since it has been 10
years since "Kingdom Hearts 2," fans
will be excited to once again join Sora
and travel the universe.

Literary Superstar Visits
Regis and Wreaks Some Havoc
Shannon Wheeler

STAFF WRITER

""\1 Jhen it was announced that
VV renowned author, poet and
screenplay writer Sherman Alexic
was due to visit Regis University on
March l 0, everyone involved with
the English department collectively
squealed. Excited chatter dominated
conversations throughout the
department until the day of the event,
which attracted approximately 200
people - writers, readers, students and
professors alike, all eager to soak up
wisdom from a highly accomplished
writer.
Alexic kicked off the first event of
the Mile High Writers Series, part of
the new Mile High MFA in Creative
Writing Program at Regis. The MFA
program will train writers to produce
quality writing through seminars,
workshops, craft lessons and readings.
"This wasn't so much a reading
by Sherman Alexic as it was a way to
attract notice for the MFA program,"
David Hicks, co-founder of the
program, said. "We needed a big
splash. Just by coming, [Alexic] got
us some attention in the community,
which may attract applicants."
Once Alexic arrived on stage, the
applause was explosive. This was the

angry American Indian who wrote
"The Absolutely True Diary of a
Part-Time Indian" and "Reservation
Blues." He was enormous in
personality, "about seven feet tall
if you're measuring over-all effect
and about five feet tall if you're
only talking about the physical," (a
description from his short story "What
You Pawn I Will Redeem"). Everyone
was positively star-struck.
However, things took a tum once
the applause died down. Despite his
brilliance in writing, he was anything
but professional. This managed to
throw off many audience members
and even frustrate some. What was
expected to be a reading resulted in a
largely tangential talk with only two
short stories. Alexic also littered the
talk with f-bombs, which worried
some, especially since President John
Fitzgibbons, S.J. was seated in the
front row.
Hicks defended Alexic's
unprofessional ism. "[Sherman Alexic]
enjoys being the bad boy of American
Literature, and as an American Indian.
he has every right to be as pissed off
as he is. This is who he is, and we
knew that when we invited him,"
Hicks said.
While Alexic managed to offend
many people, the performance was
still humorous and enjoyable for most

Preparing for the
Sumtner Binge
the new hand of the king. As he begins
to discover long-hidden secrets the
struggle for power becomes more
urgent. It's difficult to really explain
ith just weeks of classes left,
what this show is about but its
students must be wondering
growing fan base is proof enough that
what they can do with all the spare
this show is definitely worth the time.
time they will soon have. What better
"Silicon Valley" is another
way to spend summer vacation than
recommendation. This HBO show's
binge watching several TV shows
second season aired in early April and
recommended by fellow Regis
this season is likely to be just as good
students?
as the first. "Silicon Valley" is about a
The first recommendation,
group of young entrepreneurs who are
"Scrubs", comes from sophomore
trying to make it big in Silicon Valley.
Justin Manuppella. "Scrubs" takes
When one of them is offered and turns
place in a hospital and revolves
around a character named JD who is a down a couple million dollars for one
new doctor. The show follows him and of his ideas, the group struggles to
his friends as they meet new people in implement the idea and tum it into a
successful company. With characters
the hospital, learn about the job and
that are actually believable and jokes
goof off in their spare time. "It's a
that
are riotously funny, "Silicon
funny show with a heavy dose of what
is a must watch show.
Valley"
I'm going to call humbling darkness,"
"Attack on Titan" is recommended
Manuppella said. " It's goofy and then
by sophomore Donovan Nguyen.
it will throw you through a loop and
Yes, it's an anime, but even if you
touch your emotions."
are not into anime, this show may
"Game ofThrones" is another
recommendation coming from Wesely surprise you. It is a dark thriller where
humans have been forced to live in
Rigger. It's an intense show that is
the
confines of a small area to escape
notoriously unpredictable. You never
larger beings known as Titans that
know what will happen next, even if
eat humans. It sounds weird but this
you have read the books, and no one
show is really intense and will capture
is safe. It is difficult to place "Game
viewers by the first few episodes.
ofThrones" into a specifi~ genre; it's
With such great show
drama, romance and fantasy all in one.
recommendations you arc sure to
The show takes place in a medieval
never be bored over summer break.
fantasy world where several families
Just
be sure you have lots of popcorn
fight for the power to rule over the
or pizza at hand.
seven kingdoms. When the hand of
the king mysteriously falls ill and dies,
the main character, Ned Stark, leaves
his family and life behind to become
Elizabeth Gendill

STAFF WRITER
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audience members. Nearly everything
Alexic said was followed by laughter,
be it nervous or genuine. Alexic seems
to be writing less serious material and
moving into stand-up comedy, which
makes him remarkably fun to watch.
Senior Jimmy Haver was among
the humored audience members. "I
laughed a lot, and that's part of why
I enjoyed it. It felt more like a threehour stand-up routine mixed in with
facts about real life. I'm very glad that
I went."
After the talk, Alexic conducted
a book signing. Each person must
have left the event with some positive
memory of him, for he was extremely
patient and sweet through the process.
Alexic made an effort to connect with
his readers, taking selfies and creating
inside jokes with them. He created
moments that will never be forgotten.
Next time you are craving a book
that will make you laugh, think and
sometimes cry, give Sherman Alexic
a try. You may love him or hate him,
but Alexic simply does what every
writer does. He creates a unique voice
and persona for himself, and he writes
about what matters to him.
The English Department and MFA
program thank him greatly for giving
his time.
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Not Enough
bang! for

Your Buck
Karli Denk ONLINE EDITOR
early every day I drive
through LoHi and I pass bang!
I thought it looked like a fun place, so
I finally tried it out.
bang! is located right across the
street from Sweet Cow on 32nd
Avenue. Their sign is hard to miss.
In fact, the front of the restaurant is a
giant window where you can watch
the chefs at work. The front door is
actually located in the back of the
restaurant, which you get to through
the alleyway on the right-hand side.
When I first walked into bang!
I immediately noticed how tiny
the space was. This restaurant is
not meant for large groups but is
designed instead for a more intimate
atmosphere.
While I found the quaint
atmosphere charming, their tiny menu
was not appealing. bang! offers a
small amount of meals. I ordered a
salad and sweet potato risotto. The
salad I had was subpar and was a very
small portion. The risotto was also
mediocre but the portion size was
more fairly priced.
Overall, I would not recommend
bang! The portion sizes and quality
are not worth the price.

N

bang! is located at 3472 32nd Ave.,
Denver, Colo. 802 11
bang! is open Tuesday through
Saturday, 5-9 p.m.
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Cascarones
L

ooking for a fun craft you can destroy?
Cascarones, or confetti eggs, are for you!
What you'll need: eggs, needle, tape, a bowl of
confetti OR make your own confetti with glitter,
scissors and colorful paper

President John P. Fitzgibbons, SJ.
the Regis University Student Government Association
and the Office of Mission
cordially invite you to
d1e dedication and blessing of the ne\\7
Sacred Heart ofJesus Statue
Otl'r ori1.i11tzl statut.from 1890 has bttn rutortd
and mot-td to a pe171Jantnl location in Carroll Halfl1 main tntranu.

Assisttd bJ a /tad gift from RUSG..~4,
a Rt Stalllt bas bttn cast .from tht orwna/
a d w.il/takt ill ori)l.iRal historical position
attht North tnd of Batttchtr Commons.
Directions: Put the bowl in front of where you
are working; you need to do this project over the
bowl or you will make a giant mess. Next, grab your
first egg and a needle. You will use the needle to
poke a hole in the bottom of the egg. It may take a
few stabs but the hole should be about the size of a
pearl. Some of the egg will begin to run out of the
bole. Poke around the inside of the egg to break the
yoke so it will also come out of the eggshell. Once
most of the insides are drained~ rinse the egg out in
the sink until there is no egg residue. Place upside
down, allowing the water to drain or evaporate.
Repeat for other eggs. Once your eggs are dried,
stuff the eggs with confetti.
To make your own confetti: You will also need a
bowl for this step. Cut your colorful paper into tiny
pieces. Place in the bowl. Mix with glitter.
Cover the hole with tape to keep the confetti
inside.
Decorate the outside of the eggs and you
have made cascarones! Get ready to break these
eggs over the heads ofyour friends to celebrate.
(Remember, summer is just weeks away!)
Don't forget to cook your leftover egg yolks and
eat them.

Please join us on

Wednesday, April15, 2015
12:30 - 1:15 p.m.
.in front of~ Hall, Boettche.c Commons
fo.r the Dedication and Blessing

In loving memory of
Fr. David M. Clarke, S.J.

November 28,

1927,...,

Aprils,

Ran er Week 2015·:

2015

